"D on't ever dare to take your
college as a matter of course—
because, like democracy and
freedom, many people you1!,
never know ' anything about ,
have broken their hearts to
get it for you. "
Alice Duer Mailer

Don't ever dare take your
ECHO as a matter of course
because many people you may
never know anything about
have bumbled , schemed, and
connived to give it to you.

Fratertial Festivities To Rare Volume Room Concerts) XmasCarols
Is Presented With
Open Christmas Season Gather Collections Enliven Next Week
This weekend will provide the chance f or several Colby fraternities and ot her organizations to get the h oliday season officiall y un- A magnificent collection of more
than 300 items relating to the Amerderway. Traditional "Winter Forrnals" seem to be evolving into inican novelist Willa Gather has been
'
.
formal parties in several instances.*
presented to the Bare Book Room
The Tau Delts will hold a Christmas party for underpriviledged of Colby College Library by Mr. Patchildren from Waterville on Friday\afternoon. Neal Ossen will be be- rick J. Ferry of Valhalla, New York.
Among them are all but one of.
the Christmas spirit quite yet. Delta
neath the Santa disguise.
This evening (Friday ) will see the U psilon held its festivities last week- Miss Gather's first editions , including MY ANTONIA with the bookPi Lambda Phi' s at the Elmwood, end.
with a band providing music. The Just to be different, the ATO's plates of Jean Hersholt. Limited
Kappa Delta Rho's; will entertain in will provide a holiday atmosphere at and illustrated editions supplement
the Christmas spirit at the Winslow the house on Saturday. This year's these, as well as the coveted AutoGrange, with a band adding to the established tradition of "fabulous graph Edition in 13 volumes, and
festivities. The Sigma Thetes will go sounds" will be featured once again, several posthumous anthologies of
Colby 's senior women will accomp- her creative and critical writings.
to the Fairfield Grange Hall, where
prolish
another first Monday evening There are over 60 translations of
George Packard's orchestra will
vide the fan-fare. Chaperones will be with a Christmas Informal at Mary her works in all the European lanMr. and Mrs. Fairley and Mr. and Low from 8-12 p.m. The Christmas guages, and selected volumes in JapMrs. Bancroft. Other guests invited spirit will be plentiful while music en ese, Chinese, Russian, Arabic, Maare faculty advisors Messieurs Dell, is furnished by the D. U. Band. In- rathi, Tanil, and Bengalese.
Holland and Stride?. Delta Kappa vitations were "sent out this week to ' The collection is also rich in backEpsilon is presenting a "well known invited guests. Music, dancing, soc- ground materials, such as biographband, roaring fire and ' rich atmos- ializing and eating will make this ies, critical studies of Miss Gather 's
phere"" tlris evening at the 'frater- event one more to welocme the, com- art, newspaper reviews of her books ,
bibliographical listing and about 50
nity house. They are also holding a ing holiday.
On Sunday afternoon Cap and letters to Mr. Perry , which discuss
j oint party this 'afternoon with the
Chi Omega's for orphans of the area.- Gown and Blue Key will hold a Miss Gather and her work.
'
The Zetes ..will also welcome the Christmas party for faculty ¦ child- Manuscripts and letters in her
holiday season with a Christmas ren ^ The party -will'be ' held in Run- own i handTfritihg are . necessarily
Formal tonight. As of Tuesday, the nels Union from 3 :30-4 :45 p. m. scarce, for Miss Gather systematiLambda Chi' s have no plans, and Santa Dercole will be there to join cally destroyed or forbade reproduction of them.. However, Colby is forthe Phi Delts just plain don't have in the fun .
tunate in having a two-page introto an article, with correc! duction
? '
Class Changes
tions
which
she. wrote arid signed
,
a.m.
all
classes
will
end
at
11:00
On Wednesday, December 14,
;
I
while
an
editor
of McClure's maga| 8 :00 and 9 :00 glasses will be omitted , and 11:00 and I2:i)0 classes { zine.
j will be held at 8:00 and 9 :00. All 10:00 classes are scheduled as ;
Of particular value to scholars ,
'
; ..
says Dr. Richard Gary, curator of
I usual.
rare books and manuscripts, are the
I
Post Vacation Schedule
serialized- versions of, Miss Cather 's
I
After Christmas vacation , classes will begin on Tuesday,. J anuar y
novels (including Death Comes For
! 3rd. Reading period for 300 and 400 courses will extend through
The Archbishop), and the numerous
> January 14. Semester Exams are scheduled from January 16 - 26.
first appearances of poems , short
stories, and essays in periodicals,
many of which have never been reprinted in volume form .
Willa Gather (1873-19_7) first became widely known with her novel
O Pioneers in 1913. .She retired in
1942 to her summer home in Northeast Harbor, Maine.
Lee Haskell and Gail Koch have been elected freshman representatives to the women's judiciary in a ballot-vote held in the *girls,
' ¦' ¦ , ¦'¦
dormitories.
<
Y ;,y \
Lee comes to Golfry from:Wilmot Flat , New Hampshire where
she graduated from New London High School. A leader in this small
school, .she was treasurer of her senior class, editor-in-chief of the

Lee H a skeUj Gail Koch
Elected For J udiciary
I

*

;.

.

Prfesident Strider
Becomes Chairman
Qf- NE Association

'

yearbook, and a member of the VarPresident Strider has recently been
sity' basketball team. ' She also sung
appointed chairman of the Standin tlio glee club and played clarinet'
ing Committee oh Institution s of
in tho band. As a fresh pian at ColHigher , Education of the New Eng*
by she is Ion Woodman 's • Dorm
land Association of . Colleges and
Council, sings in the glee club, and
Schools;
conSecondary
, , '
mPmbsr
of'the
is an assoeiat .
. The committee , comprised of ton
cert choir,
members
supervises qcoreditatioh
l Gail, who comes . from Brewster,
procedures
for institutions in the
Massachusetts, was also very active
Now
England
riroa j rerviows requirein q, small Wgl school . Besides: be^
ments
;
and
arranges
for visitations.
^
ing premdent of tlio Honor Society
Reports
,dn\in5_itutionfl
that have
for two years, and secretary ' of tho
examined
and
evaluated
tyqen
are
Student CounoU, she .was elected
•submitted ty) tbto obmiriitioo. Upon
Boorotary -of the Massachusetts
f eyi§ Wt ' it may recommend instiiuState Siudent Cotinpij ; played Yariipns, to tlio' Afl aooiiitloiQ. -JLOopptanQo
Bjity hookoy/ basl-otfeaU, and eoftof the recom.hdatioh constitutes acVall; sang in the 'gleo / club and
.
Crepitation,
ohonis ; a_lfl played iri' tho band and
'; ,'A .mprnuor of. _hjo» oprrin>ittoe styoo
orofcestraj ' j it"' Colby _lb.o Is on \TPobh.
1859, Ko succeeds as ohiirmrtjo flio
;
Haskell¦, Gail
Koch
Hall's tJortti Cptj tnc'n, _ricl rbpresontj- ¦y ' ' : Lee
' ' y< ¦• ' ' ' ' , ¦"•:. ¦¦• ' ' ¦. .' ¦:: . ¦ : y ' qUreptor of j idjniaoionB \at Wil'jiaiqs
l
'
!
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.
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Th# ^prnfl^q J^i^fiiry, whjoh . is mcm^r /?, , Vho t-wq, frqehm^ y ?i\\ hifflar lbtt?ning,']tii; ';th_ : Nisw En$J_nd
v
the authority on oonduot oasoB .-iContinued on Pago EJlght
aroo number more than 166.
¦¦

Beginning Sunday evening, Colby's calendar will be filled with
Christmas events which^ each year, brighten the college atmosphere
in anticipation of the holiday. y -

The anmial Christmas Concert will be held this Sunday evening,
December 11_, at' 8 p.m. in Y_tunnals Union, with no admission for
Colby students. The Colby Community Symphony Orchestra, under
the direction of Dr. Ermanno carols with the Glee Glub. The Glee
Comparetti, will play three selec- Club, in addition, ' has prepared
tions. The first is Norma Overture some special numbers for the proby Vincenzo Bellini. This opera is gram including Hodie Christus Nahis best and is characterized by a tus Est by R.' Vaughan Williams.
simple and pure style reminiscent of Interestingly presented will be . an
Greek Drama. Also on the program Italian Christmas carol by the male
is Bach's Fug:ue in G. Minor, typ- members of the Glee Club and a
ifying in organic unity the features Spanish carol by the girls , in which
of Bach's style. The third number they use tambourines , singer cymis Symphony No. 1, Opus 21, which bals, and castanets.
exemplifies Beethoven 's intense dra- In addition to the above events,
v.
' on Thursday evening, December 8,
matic power.
.
The second- part of the program Vincent Lubecks "Christmas. Canwill be the Gloria sung by the Colby tata" was offered by "the Chapel
Glee Club and conducted • by Peter Choir. Augmented by strings and
Re. The Gloria is a work of Antonia organ, the evening vesper service
Yivaldi. Refreshments will be served was very effective. Professor William Fidler directed the choir;
in Dunn Lounge from 9-11 p.m.'
This virtually unknown cantata is
On Monday evening, December 12,
the annual Christmas Banquet, the work of a composer who lived a
spons6redYby.-the ;^r pmen's,. Studeht generation before Bach, 1654-1740.'
League,, will be held in Runnals Lubeck , who was born .in YBremen
"Union at 5:30 p.m. Mary Ballen- and died- in Hahiburg, is one of the
tyne is general chairman of the extraordinary masters ' among the
northern organists , deserving to be
Banquet.
•
nanjed with Bohm and Buxtehude.
Invitations have been sent to the
He wrote many organ works, a
women members of the Colby staff
piano suite, and three cantatas.
and also to a number of faculty
The Christmas Cantata is arcouples. Student League Board
^
members and women students will ranged for first and second soprano
serve as hostesses to the faculty . and bass voices accompanied by two
violins , cello and organ , and made
The program will include the
a fitting introduction to the Christreading of the Christmas narrative
mas season.
N
by President Strider, the story of
"The Littlest Angel" by Chaplain
The French Club will hold its
Osborne, a dance interpretation by
annual
Christmas party in Dunn
and
trathe Modern Dance Club,
.
Lounge
of the Women 's Union on
ditional Christmas carols.
Monday
evening, December 12th
.
The activities will culminate with
at
7
p.m.
Miss Sherwin will speak
the annual Glee 'Club and Student
on
t
h
e
var
ious way s t he F ren ch
Body Carol Sing, along with the
people
celebrate
Christmas and
Christmas Assembly, will be held in
there
will
be
a
French
Carol Sing.
Lorirner Chapel this Tuesday . eveFollowing
this
program
refreshning at 6 :45 p.m. The assembly will
ments
similar
to
French
Christbe highlighted by the reading of
mas
pastries
will
be
served
and
the Qhristmas Story by President
records
of
authentic
French
musStrider.
ic will bo played.
The students will sing Christmas

Bixler Center Presents
Maine Crafts Exhibition

y The Maine Crafts Exhibition , which is a showing
of the work
of , eighteen contemporary Maine Craftsmen, will be on disp lay in the
Bixler Art and Music Center from November 30 to December 23,
1960. /The collection includes work with wood , silver, semiprecious
stones, clay, tinware, and various fabrics. With an amazing display of
versatility the craftsmen have created from these rnaterials luncheon
oloths, jewelry, rugs, tra y s, and opportunity to exhibit.
various other decorative and useful
Mr. David Campbell , Director of
objects.
. •¦ ' . ..' . '
the League of Now Hampshire Arts
Crafts are flour ishi ng m ore than and Crafts i nnd President of the tho
ever now , and are used for therapy,' American Craftsmen 's Council spoke
as hobb.es> and for professional pur- at tho opening of. tho exhibit on
poses. Tlio ' purpd_6 of inviting November SO. Mr. Y.Campbell has
Maine or^-bsntii joh;'" jjcjj:. ' display their played a key role in encouraging
hand\*ro$y p 4/ ' pfl l.by w;«fp',. ' ttyo-fold ; cra f tsm en t o roach their h ighest
first to present to/ the community level of aohtoyemnt and also in asexamples of the good work feeing sisting thin to market their work.
produced in the! eta.© ,"iiiid second to Hf? .^Uif6 ,^yas ^oorhQd mainly
aff ord to ,the oraft _m on who strive with some of tho world-wide hapfor high quality in th<»r work an
Opntihued on Pago Eight 1

Editorial :

Letters To Editor

It is common knowledge on campus that Colby's inter-fraternity
hockey games are a succession of bruises, sprains, and gashes. In fact,
it has been said that our inter-fraternity league is rougher than the
more sedate competition that the varsity squad plays. In the Monday
evening game between Sigma Theta Psi and Phi Delta Theta the continuing threat to unwary participants was made very clear. One of
the players received a severe injury resulting in crushed vertebrae.
At this writing he is under treatment at Lahey Clinic in Boston/
Rough as ordinary hockey can be, the danger is complicated by
the often deliberate roughness of the play and by the inexperience
and poor training of many participants. Consequently, it seems clear
that hockey of this sort should be. stopped or regulated, if only for the
mere physical safety of the men involved. It is impossible to say for
sure whether more stringent regulations or eligibility and more inclusive penalties in fouling should be introduced or whether very serious consideration should be given to abolishing this inter-fraternity
sport. Right now it is one of the several areas of competition supported and sponsored by the Inter-Fraternity Council under its sponsorship of the Bixler Bowl The I. F. C, perhaps, is the body with the
prerogative to investigate the hockey situation and to do something
about it.

-

¦ v by GARY MILES

. ,
Many students feel

' ^'

.

I-

' ..

..
the lack of adequate study facilities, particularly on weekends. There is literally no place for students to go to
study on Saturday nights.
Some students have suggested that a room of rooms be made
available in the library for use on Saturday nights. This is a rather
modest request, arid I see no reason why the administration should
object to it. Nevertheless, members
of the administration have thus far
done nothing to help those students
who would like (for many, need)
more adequate study facilities. They
argue that when such facilities were
provided , several years ago, the students did not take advantage of
them. This, is not a satisfactory reason. Colby has made great academic
improvement in recent years. Assignments are longer and harder ,
and there are more students in the
student body. There is more need
for Saturday evening study facilities now than there was several
years ago, ¦and there are more stuCOLBY WRESTLING CLUB

Will all those interested in j oining the Colby Wrestling Club,
contact one of the following :
Pinky Parkerton , 104 Robins ;
Tracy Wright , 205 Averill ; Andy Weiland , 118 Averill; or Steve
Papish , 204 Johnson.
;
Practices will be held on Tuesdays , Thursdays , and occasionally on Saturdays , at 3 :30 p.m. in
the Wrestling room which was
formerly known as tho Weight
Lifting Room.

dents who would take advantage of
them now.
Some members of the administration argue
that the
student
"mores" are against studying on
Saturday nights, which are reserved
for "blasts". Perhaps this is largely the fault of the college administration itself. If a good student has
rio place to study on Saturday, wh at
alternative is there but to go along
with those who want to have a
"blast" .
Members of the. adm inist rati on
frequently assert that what Colby
needs is a better "intellectual atmosphere", and th at th e stud ent s
must work to achieve this. The administration , too, has a responsibility, and it extends beyond getting
money and students. It must work
to mako the formal structure of the
college facilitate and support the
intellectual and academic needs
of th e students , and it mu st put
this before encouraging student
"blasts". If the administration is
serious about its oft claimed desires
to improve the quality of the college, little thin gs like im p rovin g
study facilities would go a long way
toward fulfilling these desires.

Ollje (folbs Brim
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SECTION EDITORS ,

News Editor • Jill Williams, '61
Feature Editor • Deborah Berry, '61
Co-Spoits Editors - Gerald Taya. '62
_„, , _ ' .
,,
Billot Woodier. 62 ¦ N .
•
Make-up Editor • ,Ann Gleason, '62
Asst. Make-up Editor - Susan Seine.., '63
Copy Editor • Mark Bradford , '62
Asst, News Editor • Stewart Stearns

A letter, from | which selections
above were quoted in context was
sent to Alumni and parents of Colby
students in the greater Hartford
area. It is about time we took , a
definite stand on the issues concerning our purpose: Is Colby College,
Waterville, Maine, a- Liberal Arts
College or is it an Athletic College ?
Does having a , good football team
compensate for half of the Freshman
Class getting warnings ? Is it now
our purpose to try to interest *go.od
athletes or good students iri coming to Colby ? It seems that we
should either re-evaluate ourselves,
or else ask the Alumni Associations
to remain silent.
Bob Gula

Dear Editor ,
This world does not have an unlimited amount of space for an unlimited amount of people. We do not
even have .an unli mit ed amount of
fresh water. There are those who
s eem to think th e answ er li es in ignoring it.
William R. Sullivan
1116 S Flower
Los Angelese 15, Calif.
Dear Editor.
' not
I do
appreciate being asked
to get out of the Miller Library
stacks at 4 :45 p.m. every day,
"sans cesse".
I realize it.would take up someone's time to keep the lib rary stacks
open more of the time, but I think
they should be kept open.
A lib eral polic y revisi on is in
order . I'm dis-satisfied with the
present library situation involving
the use of the stacks. Something
'
should be done!
Sincerely, Y
YDennis L. Hardy, '64

Box 1014, Colby College, Waterville, Maine
Office Roberts Union, Call TR 2-2781, Ext. 240
^

,- »

Dear Editor:.
. ¦ .
"It isn't often we hold a Colby
Alumni meeting at this time of
year , but we thought it would be a
good idea to bring as many people
together as possible for _ a friendly
Fall meeting.
"We invited BOB CLIFFORD ,
Coach of Football , t o visit with us
and talk about his 1960 football
team that had a five and two record. He will be on hand with pictures of one game —. probably Bates
— which will prove most interesting
to everyone.
"We have made arrangements at
Rockledge Country Club for a fine
dinner for $3.50. It is a fine place
to hold a meeting like this and they
serve excellent food. They also have
excellent pre-dinner, refreshments.
"If you know ' of any good football players around these parts who
would be good college material try
to interest them in attending a special party on Friday night. Bob Clifford will talk to them. They sure
need football players at Colby.-The
freshman team lost all four games
' \ (
this year."

Asst Business Mana ger • Allstoo Weller, '62
Advertising Manager . Richard Fields, '61
Asst. Advertising Maoager
Judy Dunnington, '61
Clrculatlon-Subscriptlon Manage.
Thomas MacMulleq, '6}
Financial Manager ,• Petbr Armstrong, '61
BHllrig . S_i«n Miller, *<_l
' ;' '
,;
Y.

OUR APOLOGIES .
In an article on Mr. Ronald B.
Davis , now Instructor In tho Biology Department , THE ECHO
committed a plethora of errors
for which wo apologize to Mr.
Davis. Wo named him " Robert "
in t he . headline Instead of, " Ronal_f " ; misspelled Grlnnoll Collogo ,
his a\ma itiator , as "G rono ll" ;
gave him a M.A'. at li.N.H. Instead of tho M.S. which ho rooolvo d; and gavo him credit for
wor king only two summors In
Maine National Parks as a rangor
whoro ho roa lly has spent five
summers at Ac adia National Park
In Hj laino as a Ranger-Naturalist.
Ho Is not a inombor of tho Outing Club as wo claimed , and alt hough ho Is a pursue r of tho
hobby of nature photog raphy, ho
doos not do It In tho Outin g

Colby's _Lo|altY lodges
Get Last Goi^d^atioiis
¦
by JA CQUELINE NUNEZ* ; :
For the final article in this "series, I would like to concentrate
on the situation at Colby, dealing not only with the action taken on
the program itself but also dealing with student attitude toward the
'
issues raised by a disclaimer affidavit.
.
It is by now probably common knowledge that the faculty voted,
by a narrow margin, its disapproval of continuing participation in
/

Y

the program , since the affidavit __as reading plot summaries and memorhot been removed , and to make izing notes, involving ourselves as
known publicly its objections. This, little as possible in the' educational
does not mean that Colby will rio process. I know, for example, of
longer participate. Only the Board four classes in which students adof Trustees can determine
this. In mit with pride that they are taking
i
addition to the foi/mer action , pro- the course as a. "gut". Unless a stuposed by Professor Robert E. Reu- dent is genuinely ' trying to get
man , Professors Reuman and Clark something out of a.course for and
would like to have added to the by himself , how can he blame a
proposal a third paragraph, giving prof essor for not forcing 'him to
the President of the college the pow- "get something "?' We . don't mind
er to resume participation if , be- being "dictated to" in classes, alfore the faculty meets again, a suit- though we criticize it in totalitarian
able remedial measure is taken by systems of education , as long as we
'
are "free" to act (or not to act) "in
Congress.
;
Students miay be- surprised , if all other spheres of college life. We
of the objections formerly listed, in take courses and avoid bull sessions,
this series are valid, that many of lectures , hut get excited about isthe faculty are in favor of partici- sues without being informed. In
pation in the program . There are other words, we want to be free in
many valid reasons for this opinion. one sphere while accepting with apNone really approves of the affida- pr ov al dictati on in oth er s pheres.
vit. A published letter by President
To select arbitrarily one example
Bixler, in conjunction with the Pres- whi ch di splays the kind of thinkin g
idents of other Maine schools, and which produces negative affidavits ,
a letter to Congress; by President let me describe one of the current
Strider when he was Dean of the attempts on campus to be "patriFaculty have, made the college's otic". At least two sororities this
summer had conventions on Comdisapproval clear.
However, the funds provided by munism , at , which the students atthis act would and have enabled tending were impressed with the
many students ,, to come to Colby, Communist menace in the United
and many faculty members feel that States. At one particular conventhe stiideht should not be deprived tion , it was pointed out that the
of the opportunity fco choose for Supreme Court "shelters'' Commuhimself in this matter. There is a nists because it can only convict
feeling on the part of some that one people caught in the act of overcannot counsel an applicant without throwing the government. The
influencing him, and that, the affi- "sheltering" is not seen as protecdavit itself is so ambiguou s that it tion from . such injustices as occur
cannot really be explained. For ex- in Russia or , in the past , occurred
ample , if a student asks what "be- in Nazi Germany, Indeed , if one
liefs" would be wrong for him to reads of the "Big Red Scare", to
hold under this affidavit, there is use a term of Frederick Lewis Alno clear answer. There is an alter- len's, in America in the 1920' s, one
nate opini on that stud ents should will see .th at ev en in "free" Ameribe allowed to make their choice/but ca > protection is needed against inthat dangers should be pointed out. justice,
There is a third position which feels
In addition , list- 'were read of proth at , since explanations are difficult fessors and educators in American
to a freshman who needs money universities- and colleges y who are
badly, the school should not partici- "leftists " and Communists - no dispate , especially since college funds tinction being made. Students were
are involved.
appalled at how many profess'ors at
Possibilities of setting up alter- Harvard , for example , are corruptnate loan funds are being exam- ing the youth of America. Little did 1
ined , for it is recognized that stu- they stop to think what the grounds
dent s alr eady here on loans wil l of the suspicion might be , or of the
need funds. It is an unfortunate greater danger to America that
f act , but neverthel ess on e which would result if free expression was
must be reco gni z ed, that ' Colby is restricted. In fact , that is , wh at
'lacking in adequate , financial) as- "the fuss' is all about -in the Dissistance. The faculty and adminis- claimer Affidavit controversy.
tration are as sorry as the students
-Following up the .pnvention by an
article in the sorority magazine, the
are about this situation.
Where do students attitudes fit dangers to America of participating
into this situation P Primarily, I in the , United Nations ; and the
think , in the lack of awareness <of World Court were stressed. Internathe imp lications and. dangers of the tional understanding, the lack of
principles inherent in such measures which lias caused many dangerous
as disclaimer affidavits. YNo matter blunders in foreign policy, is ,seon
how hard colleges try -© preserve as *the path to socialism and Comtho rights of free belief and explor- munism. - The particular group is,
ation " of beliefs, , those rights will indeed , planning future meetings on
not mean a thing unless ..students this type of "patriotism.
This type of Y "pat _ iotio democraavail themselve s of ,them. So inany
of our campus "issues!' reveal that cy" is similar ' to the type \yhioh
wo do not avail ourselves of these prodksos disclaimer affidavits and
ri ghts^ In fact, on& wonders if f)tu Y makes it hard .to remove them .
dents oyeri see tho values ' of suc h There is the philosophical view that
¦•' . ' !. . ' V'YY !. . ' .! ' '¦' America, has the whole and absolute
ri ghts. , > ¦' ¦
'
, Of what , , value, ' for ' example, is truth »t this moment arid 1 must only
freedom of |belief if, <^e ar© ^accept- teach arid' protect this doctrine.
' Continued n Pago Eight
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Golby Chess Team Winter Carnival Planned
Defeats Gity Club
In Weekend Duel Around New Approaches

P.' & W Presents Seesaw
To Appreciative Group
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Although there were a few downs, William Gibson's Seesaw was
mostly up last Friday, as Tritzie Cohen and Peter Gray of the Portland Players presented the popular Broadway play here at Colby.
"Two for the Seesaw" proved to be a 'deftly-written -play, and almost
every line was a much-enjoyed gem. The seemingly difficult problem
of extending,the action over a period of nine months was so smoothly
;

overcome . that it seemed hardly
to exist at all. Instead, it succeeded well in showing the changes in
the two characters..
Another technical triumph was
that even though there were only
two people, the play never sagged
or became dull. The extremely difficut roles were capably filled by both
df the players. Miss Cohen as Gittel was warm, vital, and entrancing
Every gesture, every inflection was
in place and made the part very
lively. As Jerry, Mr. Gray succeeded less well.- The stiffness that
seemed effective in the first act became almost a case of rigor mortis
by the final scene. Gibson's "intended warming of- Jerry was thus lost

in Gray 's growing arboreality. On
the "whole, however, the acting was
on a gratifyingly high level.
The backstage crew also were effective. The lighting was especially
good in its differentiation of the
moods of the two characters, warm
colors for Gittel and cool ones for
Jerry. The stage manager did an excellent job of creating . the illusion
of two crummy New York apart'
ments. . v
Powder and Wig is to be thanked
for making available so cheaply such
fine entertainment. The presentation was well received by the large
audience. It may- be that the success of this play will spur on our
dramatic group to more such ventures.

The \ rooks and bishops had been
The 1961 Colby College Winter Carnival WILL be different!
locked in. combat for over three To the frosh , or to students who have paid no particular attention to
hours, ,but when the last pawn had Winter Carnivals of the past the new approach will probably not be
,
queened, Colby had upset the Wat¦
as
evident
but
it
exists
nonetheless.
,
erville City Chess CluV iy 2 to'3/2
For the first time in its history,' Winter Carnival's Thursday night
in a match held in the Hangout on
Sunday, November 20. Waterville ice show will be under the official direction of the Committee, rather
had beaten Colby 6 to 1in a match than a separate and somewhat dis- their ' standard contract. Among the
held last year. The Chess Club is co-ordinated entity. As usual, the reasons included for possible noncontemplating encounters with Bow- Winter Carnival Queen will be presentation is ' "an Act of God",
doin and the University of Maine crowned at the ice show, hut this making the entire proposition exin future months.
year she will play an active part tremely unstable, -even , after, the
The Score
- '
in the remainder of the weekend contract has been signed, whether
WATERVILLE as well. The show itself will be pub- the agnt for th Committee is from
' COLBY
1. Risch
1 1. Sturtevant 0 licized off-campus, and the arena is the agent for the Committee is from
2. Brudno
0 2. Gross
\ 1 expected ""to be filled to capacity.
A souvenir program of Winter
0 Press coverage of the event will be Carnival 1961 will be issued free of
3. Birge .
1 3 . Steinberg
0 4. Fisher
4.. Davis
* I provided by the Sentinel and charge to all who purchase a bid,
0 5. Cochrane
1 WTVL, and perhaps, this year, by and the bid itself will be free from
5. Gilbert :
6. Schoeman % 6. Buzzel
Vs. a TV station " as well.
items which are prepaid in any case,
7. Garment
1 7. Michaud
0
such
as the Bromo Brunch, which
' night's Winter Carnival
0 Friday
8. Hilton
1 \8. Greenleaf
has
been
sponsored and paid for by
Ball will provide unique audiovisua
fraternity
and sorority in conjunccon-3% al sensations. The dance band
. ¦;,
4&
inception .
,.
tion
since
its
tracted is a "big-name" land and
Colby had white on the even numsorority, and inThe
fraternity,
the decorations both for the wobered boards.
dependent
snow
sculpture
projects
men's gymnasium and Smith
will
be
rewarded
this
year
by enLounge should prove refreshing to
graved
lovingcups
presented
in
both
those who have complained about
divisions.
and
women's
the
men's
"paper dolls - ' in the past.
This trophy will be retired at the
The 8-ette guest concert on Satexpense of replacement by any
urday morning will feature new group which is victorious three
faces this year, with i^wo groups years consecutively. To those who
visiting the Colby campus for the
have pleaded in the past that WinProfessor Cotnhellacl- represented first time.
ter Carnival has not offered the
Colby recently at a meeting of the Highlighting Winter Carnival will student his money's worth, it can
directors and assistant directors of be the Saturday afternoon concert be fairly said that this year they
Summer Institutes for Science spon- by the feature attraction, probably will get MORE than their money's
sored by the National Science Foun- to be held at the Opera House worth, as they will sadly observe
dation.
downtown. The attraction contract- if they do not purchase a bid , and
Chairman of the department of ed will pack the Opera House, even still plan to attend one or more of
mathematics, Professor Combellack exclusive of the sale of bids (which, the functions.
is assistant director of the NSF incidentally, remain $10.00 this In conclusion, remember this ; the
summer program held annually at year), and police protection has Carnival Committee could bring the!
Colby since 1957. Approximately 80 been arranged for in the- event of Newport Jazz Festival, ' the Metro-?
teachers: receive grants for the 6 any overenthusiastic disturbance.
politan Opera, and the Winter
week institute on Mayflower Hill.' Just a word about contracts ; the Olympics to the Colby Campus, and
Courses are offered in hiology. chem- American Federation of Musicians, they would flop.without the support
istry, fnathematics, physics and geo- with whom, of course, all feature at- of YOU, 'the individual student.
logy. The' . director of "the Colby " In- tractions are affiliated, insists upon
Plan now to attend Winter Carstitute is Professor Evans Held, the insertion of an escape clause in nival '61!
chairman of the chemistry department.

Wilfred Combelk_I_
Represented Colly
Colby Alumni DelineateAt Science Meeting

Id yllic Hawaiia n Visit

"(Editor's note : The writer , of the following letter was a ,member
of Colby's 1960 graduating class. Da-vid Fawlerf is the former cocaptain of Colby's football team, a Dorm Counselor, and a member
of DKE fraternity. His wife, the former Alice Stebbins, was .a member of Cap, and Gown, a Panhellenic- delegate for Sigma Kappa sorority and fife Managing Editor of the Colby Echo .' They presently
^

reside, at the Hawaii Preparatory
Academy in Karriuela, Hawaii,
where they are both members of
the teaching staff.) '
Dear Dan,
You were after me to write something as a Senior at Colby. Now, as
a graduate, I have finally gotten
around to writing something, for
you. If you have extra space in the
paper sometime,, you may like to
print this.
.j
The Hawaiian Islands have become our new home. In this age of
rapid transportation , the Hawaiian
Islands will become the new home
for many people from the "mainland." The old 1 remark about "Go
West young man " can still be
chanted by the ~ Americans of the
1960's. You might almost say that
the Hawaiian Islands are so far
West that they are East. They certainly seem East when_ et_ev looks
about him to find the Japanese, race
the leading faction of the Islands.
The Caucasians stand second in
number with , the Chinese, Hawaiians, ancL_Po_tugese following in duo
order.
The State consists , of six major
islands : Kauai , Oahy, Malakai,
Maue, lianai, and Hawaii. Alice and
I are both teaching school on ^he
higgest of the Islands , Hawaii . I
don't want to go into ;fche history
or economic growth of tho islands,
which I am sure Miller Library
can explain very well.
Seeing that we k»VG ; not had a
chance to visit tlie neighboring Ib-M-dg, I can only speak of the life
and beauty of the Island of Hawaii.
Our school is located\in the midst
of the 2nd biggest cattle ranch in
the, world.! , To see cowboys ride by
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Uphaus Case Assaults
Unj ust N?__ __.Legislation

'

TR 2-9731
.

is a normal thing in this area^ The
t own , in which the school is located , has a tendency toward a western
cow town., A Post Office, general
store, a theatre,, and the Academy
make up the major buildings in the
town. The churches on the outskirts
of, the town . include such • faiths as
Buddist, Methodist, Episcopalian ,
Catholic, and Congregational. They temperatures, f h e best part about
all can be found side by side preach- it, however, is that there are no
ing their various interpretations of tourists around .
;
religion.
The reason we enjoy this Island
The climate of our % area is not so much is that there are so many
In 1953 the New Hampshire General Court gave its Attorney
what the average person would con- varieties of climate.! The old New
sider Hawaiian climate. The school England saying about "If you don't General, Louis Wyman, the power to act as a legislative committee to
itself is located on a mountain side. like tho -weather watt a minute" investigate subversion . The laws gave the Attorney General adminisThe temperature is cool enough dur- could be used here with a minor
and judicial powers. In 1955 a special provision
ing the day so that we can wear change — "If you don 't like the trative, legislative,
either our light or heavy clothes. weather drive a few miles." We was added by which a recalcitrant could spend his life in jail for conThe clothes that we wore at Colby have the cool mountain climate, the tempt of court through a mechanism of a perpetually renewing senare just as comfortable in this clim- dry climate of the semi arid areas, tence.
charges against Uphaus to the fullate. The rain conies every day. I and the tropical climate for the
est extent. The results is that this
Wyman
Armed with these laws,
shouldn't say rain, but the feeling -pleasure lovers.
man who has been accused of no
of
the
conducted an investigation
you get is that " you are walking
With the climate change, also World Fellowship Camp in Conway, criminal offense may spend the rest
^
through
a cloud, The rain is actual- comes the., activity change. Out New Hampshi re, and its executive of his ' life in jail for having tried
ly mist which seems not to interfere weekends consist- mainly of horse- director, Willard Uphaus. Dr. Up- to keep open the free exchange of
with the sun. The sun shines, the back riding, swimming, or hiking. haus answered all questions about thought. THIS IS AN INJUSTICE .
mist falls, and' the result is usually The week, however, keeps us very himself ,, but refused to produce a
Because New Hampshire maina beautiful rainbow.
busy working. I ani teaching 7th, guest list of the camp. He would tains an anachronistic law under
The view from our apartment is 8th, and 10th grades, English, His- not expose his colleagues to the so- which Dr. Uphaus is imprisoned in
panoramic. Wo have sliding glass tory, and geography. These classes cial and economical harassments violation .of the,moral sentiments of
doors and windows that make one manage to keep me busy correcting which have been the stigma of the the American pepople , we, as In*
side of our living room completely tests and preparing for the next investigation. His legal defense was dividuals, feel that to retaliate and
glass. This allows us to see the day 's classes. The majority of my based on the guaranteed rights of actively support our belief in civil
slopes of three volcanoes ; two of students are "Haoeles " or Cauca- the First Amendment . Unable even liberties we must economically boywhich are long extinct. The third sians, but there is a good percentage to prosecute a single person for sub- cott the State of New Hampshire by
erupted in 1959. From bur Jiving- of the Other races enrolled in the version, Wyman . pressed contempt resolving neither to visit nor to buy
room , we can also see, the Pacific school. These boys are willing to
the products of this baokward state,
Ocean which is only twenty minutes work muoh harder than tho Haoe- has only <_ completely white child- until this grave injustice is comaway. In ' a < short drive, we '¦can , go le boys and very often end up at ren out of the twelve. Her bi ggest pletely rectified,
from our cool mountainside to a the top^bf the class,
problomp consist of getting them to You can help in this important
beautiful, secluded, tropical beach: < . Alice is teaching the elementary speak and , write the English ' lan- civil liberties struggle by sending
It lias all the iourist qualifications ffohool connected with the Academy. guage / correctly and making; them, your postcards or. letters with the
for a 'Hawaiian Beach': sun ,; palm Sli has a total of 12 students divid- keep their shoes on whilo they aro words, "I support the Uphaus resotrees, . white yea-ids, : 8^-90 'degree ed among 1 three grades (4-6) . She Y Continued on Pago Five
lution ", your nfuho,, and tho source
to : Students for Uphaus at Dart¦¦
.. ,
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180-188 Main Street /
,, y ; Gives tho Colby Student
SHOE R EPA I R I N G & DY EING
Quality Seniles ' V 1 Hour Service
For
your eo-.vanl.noe
will deliver
¦
¦
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Tho Echo wishes to call to tho
attention of Its renders t hat this
Issue will be tlio last Issuo boforo
Christmas. Last wook v. . publishod no Issue duo to tho pressure of
oxams and to tho Intervention of
Thanks giving vacation. Aftor th o
Christm as vacation thoro will bo
ono Issuo boforo final oxams noBin. '

Students Volunteer F or
Emergency Fund Drive

3 Winners Chosen New lemina rs On Bob Giila Lectures
Speaking Contest History df Biology On Modern Music
will r s nt an
Offered in Freiach
Studen ts ..at Colby this week turned out in response to -a. call

Speaking
The
Forest-Goodwin
lace
shortly
before
Contest took p
second
Thanksgiving recess. First,
from Maine Chapter of the National Multiple Sclerosis Society for and third prizes went respectively
a h ouse, to house drive on an emergency basis in Waterville. Over 150 to Frank Wallace ^ Peter Brown
volunteers fr om sororities and fraternities on campus started Wednes- and J. Wesley Miller..Topics ranged
from the problem of biased newsday and will continue to collect donations from residential . areas paper reporting to- the need for a
downtown through' Sunday night.
revised electoral college system.
for
Eaeh of the ten participants in
There has been no goal set
REPORTERS AND
'
J the contest presented a five minute
the drive , but any contributions will
OFFICE STAFF
I persuasive speech on a topic of his
be sincerely appreciated. There is
December 5 and 6
! own choosing. These participants innot now enough money to care ' for
Judy Dupras '62
\ cluded , in addition to ' the winners,
< James Adams, Lewis Krinsky,
Jerry Zientara '64
all those who are afflicted. No camSally
Morse
\
'63
Steven Schoemann, Peter Pates,
pai gn raising fund in Waterville
Steve Papish '64
\
Robert
Foley, Samuel McCleery,
year
lace
this
would have taken p
Doris fCearns '64
• and Michael Smith. Miss Gladys
if the Colby students had not < res- i
Joan Baxter '63 (M)
Forde presided , with Judges Attorponded.
Gary Miles '62 (M)
J ney Burton Gf. Shiro, Mrs. Colin
(
MacKay, and Chaplain ! Clifford OsThe purpose of the drive, as well
borne.
as raising money, is to educate the
Hostesses serving cookies were
public in regard to the mysterious
members pf the Colby Forensic
disease. Free pamp hlets are being
Council : Joyce Macdonald , Betsy
left at each stop. Few people realThis year the Colby Women 's Spitzer and Beatrice Hodgdon..
iz that Maine is the world center of
Rifle 'Team is composed of eight _*'--»''-_»_»^._p»__»-_ ^^'- _p»- ^__»^_^^-<»«-».-^^ ¦_¦-^ _^.
Multiple Sclerosis. There is an esregular members. Practicing every
As part of the intercollegiate
timate of 6000 victims of this disWednesday and Friday in the base- stu den t exchange program , Col by
ease in THIS state alone!' The Nament of Johnson Hall , the girls has been asked to send an extion al t Multiple Sclerosis Society is
have proven their interest and change student to Fisk liniver ,the only volunteer agency working
marksmanship.
sity for the; second semester. This
to find the cause and cure. There
The girls are allowed td use the would be a continuation of the
are , 61 research projects underway
ROTO Rifle Team riflles and they present program by whicli Nancy
now. No one has ever been cured or
receive information about the use Rowe was sent to Fisk and Katharrested completely. Yet this is the
of the rifles and about the different rine ^ Lee came to Colby.
most common cause of chronic dispositions used in shooting from this
This program offers one a great
ability in the United States. It
team .
opportunity for interracial undstrikes between the ages of 20 and
In a match fired against Boston erstanding as Fisk is an all Neg40. Many negative things are known
University's-Women's Rifle Team on ro Liberal Arts College about the
about Multiple Sclerosis, but few
November ¦ 18, Colby lost but the same size as Colby.
positive facts ..have been asserted
All of those interested should
score was only 900 - 1100, a tally
because of the numerous variations
consult
either Dean Nickerson or
far from disappointing.
of the disease.
Dean
Seaman.
Preference , howThe enthusiasts who make up this
Sixty per cent of what is collect- team are : Alice Walker (captain), ever , will be given to male aped by the Maine Chapter is kept Sue Keith , Pat Farnham , Joan Tin-\ plica nts.
in Maine for a patient aid program . ker, Sandy Kidder , I Mary StimpTwo free clinics are maintained for son , Townley Gamage, and Hilda
diagnostic purposes in Portland and Brown.
Bangor! Rehabilitation work in the
form of physical and occupational
therapy is provided for those who
can benefit. The remaining forty
per cent goes to the National Committee for research , in an effort to
find the cause and the cure .
i
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Girls Rifle Club Is
Small But Able
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Ability to speak and understand
languages other than our own • is
becoming more important than ever.
Since language is a tool of communication; it seems , reasonable to' propose to improve language ability by
using the language to communicate.
Accordingly, '" Mr. • Easton . (Biology) is offering to conduct a French
language seminar on the History of
Biology .during the second semester.
The seminar will be entirely informal " and without credit, but
should help , to sharpen ability in
French or to retain abilities alreadyformed , while knowledge of an interesting subject is gained.
This will not be a French class I
Some ability is to be presumed on
the part of everyone participating,
and therefore all of the business of
the seminar will be conducted in
French. If at .first communication
stumbles it should improve vastly
by the end of the semester.
. Any interested student (or faculty member) may participate.
Those interested should contact Mr.
Easton (Room 308 Life Science
Building) by January 12, so that a
preliminary meeting can be scheduled , and jilans for regular meeting
time and place made.
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GigHere ' s
Barber Shop

~^$m<$Trust Compwffly *

Tom Grossman is tho S.tudent'
Chairman for the drive: Ho is workin g with Mr. William S. French,
representative for tho Maine Chapter. Mr. French has expressed appreciation for the response of Colby
students.

HART'S
i

Tailors , Cleaners & Dyers
Repairi ng and Alterations
Custom Made Clothes
22 Main St.
Watervillo

Flo 's Greenhouse

Waterville , Maine

I

Tra ding Post , Inc .
Clothing, Footwear and
Sporting Goods
71-73 Temple Street
WATERVILLE
MAINE

,

j

TR 2-8913

l

FLOWERS For All Occasions

j

i

Lower Silver Street

Haro ld B. Berdeen

Job , Novelty & Social Printing
"Wo Gi ve You ServiceTelephone TR 3-3434
88 Pleasant St.
Watervillo

;

BERRY' S
STATIONERS

|
!

DENNISON SUPPLIES
STUDIO GREETING CARDS
ROYAL TYPEWRITERS

I

Sales - Service - Rental
SCHOO L SUPPLIES

J
j

;

;
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J
I

170 Main Street
Waterv ille, Maine
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19 Temple Street
TR 1-9814

Tel. TR 2-6021
146
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*M College' Week
W . ./ 1961

Kat harine Gib bs
Memorial
' b.gger,busier,
/ 7/l( be
Sc holarships
tte r than ever !
\J[ ^
Full tuition for one year
plus $500 cash grant

/ ;

Open to senior, worpen interested in
business careers as assistants to adIministrators and executives.
¦
Outstanding training. Information '
now available at the College Placemerit Bureau.
BOSTON 10, MASS. . 2i Marlborough St.
NEW YORK 17, N. Y. . . 230 Park Ave.
MONTCLAjR , N. J. . .< 33 Plymouth St.
. , . 155 Angell St.
PROVIDENCE 0, R. I

KATH A R I N E
1^0
ffl GIBB S
K ifi%
SECRETARIAL

lf |$80P

• Informal welcoming dance to start
'
the fun.
• College Day at the Beach...tho
' biggest bea.h party of the year.
• All- £ ay cruise to historic St.
George. Luncheon, Calypso music,
Gombey Dancers, y y
• Round Robin Tennis Tournament.
p College Week Golf Competition.
• College Talent Rovue.
• Fun Festival , Wvth jazz , concerts,
choral groups, dance contests.
• Ba.becue Luncheon.
,
• Sightseeing.
'
• Special Golf and Tennis Trophies.
ALL"YOURS AT NO CHARGE

The BER IVBUDA
Trade Development Board

620 Fifth Ave,Now York 20, N. Y.
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For The
Well Groomed

Colby Han

23 Offices in the \
" Heart of Maine " '
Member Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation

CAMPUS
MOVIE
f "DON
CAMILLO"
DECEMBER 10 - 11
LOVEJOY 100

Jt obert Gula , a member of. the
sophomore class,
p e e
informal lecture on , 20th' Century
Music in the Given Auditorium on
Thursday evening, January 12 at
8 p.m. The lecture will begin with
the late impressionists and will run
through the contemporary '. avantgarde. Mr. Gula will illustrate on
the piano and will play numerous
recordings from his own collection.
The lecture will be held under the
genera! sponsorship of the Music
Department. All are invited to at¦ • '.
,
tend.
\

¦
A
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This airplane is actually a flying!
classroom. The course taught in it
is Air Navigation, under real conditions. The students are young
men vpho have been selected as possible future leaders of the Aerospace Team. Graduation after 32
weeks of_ training will win each of
the students the honored silver
wings of an Air Force Navigator
and an Office r 's Commission.
For certain young men , this
training can open the way to a
bright career of executive potential. Right now the Air Force is
scoring impressive technological
advances in the fields of navigation , guidance and tracking, electronics and radar. And here is
where its highly trained and experienced Navigators will be expected
to take over command positions of
increasing responsibility.
To qualify for Navigator training as an Aviation Cadet , you must
be between 19 and 26^_ —single,
healthy and intelligent. And you
must want , to build an exciting,
interesting career in the Aerospace
Age. If you think ydu measure up, '
we 'd like to talk to you at the nearest Air Force Recruiting Office.
Or clip and mail this coupon.

There 's a p lace for tomorro w 's

leaders on the
-«- -y- f **
Aerosp ace Team. 1 I
^J

Air ibQrcte
, MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

|

I .in between 19 and 26V_ , q citizen
of the U.S. and a high school gradual.
years of college. Please
with
send' me detailed Information on the
Aviation Cadet program.
j
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Student Criticizes Echo
Oti Foliey ¦&. -Mnc^btl

' , .;
"¦ ..;; ' . '
YY iy. 'ty ' -T- WESLEY MILLER : ;. y:
The present "crisis,- 'if. you will, over the management of the
ECHO for the coming semester places the Editorial Board in a unique , position for evaluating and possibly redefining the reasonable
.arid realizing goals to which the paper should aspire. The continuing
controversy in intellectual circles as to the value of the ECHO, and
the very fact that, unlike the situation at other colleges where there
is spirited competition for the editorships of the . undergraduate papers, at' Colby there is no one vying
for . the editorship —•' and those immediately in Iinei for it don't want
¦to get "stuck with if' seems to inr
idicate that the Echo as 'it presently
exists - has outlived its usefulness
¦and is in need of complete redefinition and regorganization. I wish,
therefore, by- this open letter , to
submit a proposal wHich/I- feel , if
perfected and instituted by the Editorial Board , will make the Echfa
that vital organ which we air want,
favorably comparable to the undergraduate presses of other . colleges.
I hope the .Editorial Board will not
pass over these proposals too hurriedly . as they are made.- by one not
inexperienced in publications of this

sort. '
I would first suggest that we
must redefine the . purpose of . the
paper in such a way that the Echo
will no longer seem a mere newspa^
per , but will become more of an
organ of undergraduate student
opinion. I do not wish to seem unappreciative of the fine editorial
policy that we have known under
Dan Hodges, but merely to suggest
that the Echo editorial policy has
been limited\to matters of a strictly
local interest and ' should be extended beyond that realm . However , before I elaborate on the extensions I
would have made, I should like to
submit that because it is only a
weekly, and because it: must go to
press so early ' in the week, the
Echo as an organ of news in a sense

only "echoes" the news, about
which everybody knows; that ' has
already happened; or it ...announces
corning events in the shadow of posters and "thi s . Week at Colby", or
it reviews yesterday's speeches with
articles written , Tuesday. Predominant in the -present policy Yof the
Echo is the "inclu&e-as-manynames - as - possible" philosophy.
Hence the Dean's list fills two " columns wh en in truth , if printed at
all, it should fill no more than 8
inches with 6 pt. type. In a sentence, except for the editorial page,
the Echo of today is a catalogue of/
names,' dates, places ,'and events
about which everybody knows anyway. The Echo is hot a creative or
an 'artistic enterprise, bat rather a
sordid mechanical one. This alone
is enough, to scare awa-y anybody
who might consider the editorship.

. On March 30 the Col by Mules
frisbee quintet will hos t the Toronto Maple Leafs in an international meet at the L.A. Colesseum.

revenue could ,be used as a lever for
possible extensions of budget from
Student Gpvernhient.
But there are other problems.
The. second is that inherent in the
very ' organization bf ' the 'Ec fid staff
and the delegation of power among
the staff members. The problem is
one of too many different department editors, some of whom get in
the way of each other, ho really
strong central organization around
an editor, and too small, untrained ,
and transitory a responsible staff.
A third problem, admittedly the
least of the problems , is that of
money. It is necessary that the
If any qualified person found him- operating revenue . of the Echo be inself unable to accept the editorship creased so that 1. the paper can
without some emolument , I am con-r be printed locally, thus permitting
fident that some sort of Echo schol- ' a later deadline, the proofreading pf
arship could be worked- out. The each issue, 2. there 'can be a larger
lesser editorships , too, are positions budget for art and photography,
of prestige in accordance* with their anjd 3. the paper might' be printed
salaries and responsibilities. But if on a more, tasteful higher grade of
the salaries were wiped away the ; white paper (in descending order
of importance) .
revenue thus accrued for the paper
To consider the problems as they
would be useful immediately as cash have been posed I have already
,
in hand , and indirectly as the sac- suggested that the Echo should berifice involved in the creation of the come an organ of undergraduate

COLBY ALUMNI
, Continued from .Page Three
in the classroom , since the ' Headmaster insists on this.
This isn't anywhere near all that
I could tell you , but it is all that
I have time for now. Oh, we haven't
lost sight of Colby by any means.
We have been corresponding with
the Bixlers and have finally arranged a meetin g with them in th e
near future. From what . he has
said , he is enjoying teaching very
much. It, of course, affords him a
lot more leisure time than he has
been used tb for a long time, and
he is takin g full adv ant age of it ,
doing some of the things that he
had wanted to do.
If any of you are planning a tri p
out this way, be sure to come and

visit !

Sincerely,

David and Ali ce YPowl er
student opinion laying more emphasis on ideas , that it cannot as it
presently exists serve any really
useful functi on as a newspaper as
such , and that it should see itself
as a venture in the literary and
graphic art beyond its sordid function of recording every bit of available news. All really important
news should appear in the Echo but club notices , holior rolls , and
other junk -space-filler news should
be omitted if something better can
be found to fill the 'space. There
should continue to be the vigorous
editorial comment and exch ange on
affairs o_Y local interest - but the
editorial policy itself should be extended to the areas of broadier interest , areas beyond the specific interest of the ' college community .
There is, too, continuing need for
the .liberalization of the editorial
policy. The publication of In Colby
and Logics reflect a l growing interest in creative writing. Room
should be made in the Echo for
poems, satires , short stories , expository essays , and similar origContinued on Page .(.even
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' Corner of North & Pleasant Sis.

oh the door of
¦
Other important assignments followed: engi- '
;<- vV ¦ ' ;¦,' ^en Bill Pigott knocked
neering maritime radio systems, SAGE systems
Y Pacific Telepto
Air Force Titan
was an electf-cal engineering degree from Seattle ' —figuring engineering costs for
¦
¦
¦
¦:¦;, , ,
missile bases. . j
-. '
M
: "Our people respect \a man's engineering
; YY ;^
\ '
y ' It Wad nbt long before Bill was exploring training -you really geiTa chance to show what
;
' ¦¦' '¦
Wa^hing^s rugged Cascade Raiige m a heli- you've got on the ball," Bill says. "I was ,up to
'
( , my nbek iti toUgh engineering problems right
.: >'
copter to fiii^ sites for microwave
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Gas Tank Full ?
I
; For The Weekend? ;
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!
For The Game ?
¦
See '
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Telephone engineer Bill Pigott , left , and helico pter pi lot plan aerial exploration for hicrowave tow er sites.
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dations for youn g
sive accommo
1
men and groups of all sizes are
.
avail able. .
Rates: $2.05<$2.4Q slnglo i $3.40-.
¦ : $3.80 'double. " ; ; ;
Write Residence Directo r for Folder

WILLIAM SLOANElli 1
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Mules Drop Same Mules Remain XJnb mtefy
To Si Anselms Fa£e Grueling ScMedule

Colby dropped it s opening home
basketball game of the season last
Saturday by two points to highly
rated St. Anselms five. The final
score was 54-52.

Sandy Boardman, Ron Ryan, John Maguire, and;, company accomplished a feat this weekend that no other Colby hockey team, no
matter how great, has b§en able to accompplish in quite, a while. One
by ELLIOT WOOCHER
¦
of the finest winter sport colleges in the' country now realizes the fact
There is some similarity between the present national political
situation and the present situation of Maine State basketball. In na- It was a close ball game all the that we, too, can produce fine winter sport teams as well, and 1! arttional politics the Eisenhower regime prepares to depart , after eight way with Colby, after traili n g from sure that the college that I am talking/about will long remember last
years of rule, leaving its place to be filled by the Democr.atic rule of the start , catching and overtaking Saturday night with stinging a'ceur- Ryan who set up the goals.' CoiriSt. Anselms with five minutes left
John Kennedy. Slightly analagous to this we find that the rule of Lee in the game. This lead was short acy. On the previous night Jack bined with the assists on BoardKelley . could just : as y well - have man's goals, Ryan brought his total
Williams and his Colby hoopsters has been i^surped after a decade of lived/ however, as St. Anselms benched Frank Stephenson and for-, for the game to seven points as he

t is have shown lots of hustle and spirit , stormed back to tie the score at 52 gotten the entire matter. With a tallied himself in the second period.
almost unopposed dominance. I
more apparent than ever that .last and have already proved assets to all with about one minute left to brilliant 9-goal scoring spree; by
Analysis : Colby, Colby, Colby.
by the team.
year's / successful "revolution
play. It was Colby's ball and they Boardman , ^-Maguire, and Ryan
Saturday night saw a sh'ghtly .difThis year's outlook does not pre- decided to wait for one last shot
the University of Maine was not a
leading the way, Frank was called ferent case, but it was still the
one year upheaval , but rather the sent a very bright picture from a but with about tw enty( seconds left upon the grand total of eight saves. Mules who came out on top.
start , of a new era,, an era which Colby viewpoint. - Colby fans have Dennis Kinne was fouled . He missed 'Had Frank spent the night in the
Dartmouth took a .first period
had its beginnings two years ago. become accustomed to state basket- the free throw and St. Anselms re- rack we still would have come out lead on a goal at the 50 second
¦ mark and one midway through, tie
Brian McCall is the new Maine ball victories , and to an extent are covered the ball. With only a few on top 9-8.
i
State basketball potentate and his a little complacent. Colby's decline seconds left they .scored on a 20
period. It was Don Young who put
Sandy Boardman, coming back
Black Bear's wear the crown I How as the State basketball power was foot jump shot.
Colby back in the game at 4:20 of
long this "new deal" will last is inevitable , and now that it has oc- The Mules displayed a lot of from a bad night against Brown the middle frame on assists from
when he scored only three goals} lit
anyone's guess, but it certainly curred , the status of basketball on
hustle and a solid defense. With the lamp four times, jbhree , of which Ned Platner and Paul Beck. At
'
Mayflower
Hill
faces
re-alignment.
doesn't seem that 3 years (till
4 :31 of the third period .Ron Ryan
Maine's class of '63 graduates) is Basketball can either go down the better shooting — especially from came off the stick of Ron Ryan. scored the first of his tw o goals to
path, of' complacency till -it finally the foulline where they hit a dismal Center and co-capt John Maguire
an over-estimation.
put the teams even up at 2 all,
With this view in mind, I spoke reaches the state of general disin- 37 per cent — they would have came- through with three for the Colby proceeded to sc ore four more.
^
to coach Williams about the future terest , or it can move in the other posted an opening upset victory.
Continued on Page Seven
hat trick , also, Here, again, it was
direction
and
und
e
r
g
o
a
re
s
ur
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e
of this, year's squad. Although he
did not appear to be too optimistic as a result of Colby 's new status as
about his team's chances for a win- the "fighting underdog "; (The St.
ning season he did seem to feel that Anselms game showed that the
this year's Blue and Gray will play Mules could fill such a roll-.) The
a more exciting, if not better , brand next few home games should indiof ball than the teams of the past c ate in which direction basketball
couple of years. The Mules this will move.
year, without any individual star,
will rely on "hustle", "desire", and
"sjpirit" . The team lacks height
but is well balanced and quick.
Coach . Williams also believes that
this year's team's' shooting will be
better than last year's.
The starting lineup for the Mules
will most likely find 6'3" Captain
HAV E A LWAYS. HAD an
abiding hatred for the bottom crust
Charlie Swenson at eon forward,
of rye bread . There is no particular •»R
\5_/***6'4" John Kelly at the other -worJ*5reason for making th.'s point , except
ward position , 6'4" Bob Burke at
that whenever I tliink of Fort
______ 'I
V^___ ^7TC_H_f**^ V V __S*
__. - '
J_ %
_09_
•"
B
' *££_£
center, and 6'1" Dave Thaxter and
Lauderdale, I think of rye bread .
;
There is no particular reason for that^
6'2" Dennis Kinne at the guard
either, but I have been thinking of
spots. Also slated to see plenty of
Fort Lauderdale. Fort Lauderdale is
action is versatile Dave Berquist
"where the boys are." Right now ,
that is; Most of the time, serenity
From authentic Ivy Models to simple :j &
who plays both thei front and back
«_
JIpIw^A.
court. Looking at the probable reigns in Fort Lauderdale. (The
Chamber of Commerce will hate me;
classics ... LEVINE'S offers the largest S
starting five, Coach Williams ex- they say it never raiiis in Fort %.
^f ^^^^&^^M^^s^
pects that both Kinne an d Thaxt er Lauderdale.) But , for two weeks, :
selection of Sport Shirts yet. Choose fl*
_M_ll^l^^^^llc^^^^__i
will show greater consistency and twenty thousand collegians descend Jp
[
on
this
peaceful
community
and
take
general improvement with a year's
from our line of assorted plaids, fine Wit apart , peace by peace. Thcy'call .J|
varsity experience behind them. He it Spring Vacation , but it's more like
^^^^^^^§M
^ ^ ^ ^ ^- M
^ also feels that Burke will improve amateur night at Cape Canaveral.
% ^^^^S^^^^
^^^^S^r
\ checks, solids, wool blends and import- W.
now that he isn't playing in Mar- They capture Florida and throw the
Keys away. But I shouldn 't joke—
chetti's shadow. . As for Captain not while people arc holding
rrj ass
Swenson , Williams considers him to prayer meetings for pn ' e.irV hurribe a very steady and capable ball- cane season.
player who will score his 12 or 13 This is "where u_ ._ ,_ _...." _ _nd
points a game and pull in his share girls, too. Such girls, it rnakes you
of rebounds. Bounding out the dizzy to look at them. If you look long
^fc
H *_,
___r__f
jffc
.W_ "H
^w3?T _w ^v#_yt_f --_xy___yj_____ _n_IJi ^OmVS ^iim ^ulSXi S^y <^^ 2 ..^,7^i VTEr
jf n
«_ • *
^h _K
enough, you reach an advanced
squad are "Bill Waldyer who has stage of dizziness called aphrobeen impr essive in workouts , Ber- dizzier. It's like being in love. That's
nard Wagner, Jack Chagan, Wilson what happened to me, and it will
happen to you, too, Everywhere you
Doyle, and Ralph Noel. These boys turn — beaches full of them, motels
and hotels ful l of them, cars full of
them, pools full of them, bathing
suits full of them. Ah, bathing suits
. . . when the man said, "It's the
little things in life that co „nt ," he
must have been thinking of bathing
suits. But mostly, it's the girls.
Girls in love, girls in trouble, bright
K
We have a Sweater Wonderland' and
V
girls with a future, not-so-bright
/f w^',^ ^^X
girls with a past, rich girls in the lap
¦
f
t
the
styles
, and colors are more beautiful
•.
.
of luxury, poor girls in any lap
*
fift-^ '2 '^H mM ffl
"
that'll have them, girls of every 8u»e
'
and discretion. It isn't any wonder
#.
IK^
% than ever. It's an ideal gift — so flatthat this is , "where the boys arc,"
And the things that happen are
,1 \1/ j a»*iSKi .S
rf£ tering to his wardrobe. In ail colors imagwacky and wild and wicked and
warmly wonderful "where the boys
arc."* Someone should make a movie
ijbout if. Hey, someone did 1 MrG-M
I Super Shirt Laundry j calls it "Where The Boys Are," p .
Also added to our collection are ' the
. . • ' f mmfpM ^ ^ ^ ^; ^%
^^
starring
Dolores
Hart,
George
HamilI
DRY CLEANERS
ton, Yvctte Mimieux, Jim Hutton ,
.jj P & M Imports for the Ski enthusiasts.
^^KS¥j M^mLW^^^
Barbara Nichol., PaulaYPrcntiss, with
W
Baoh.lor Pundit Sarvtoo
!
Frank Gorahin and introducing popu74A Elm StrMt
TR 2-5461 !
lar recording star Connie Francis
in her first screen role. You'll tjg,
want to see all tlie thingo^^cKis.
that
happen
"Where The,.
MM
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Boys Are."
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Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer .
[T v
presents
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^
"WHERE THE BOYS ARE " Ja #
'
A Euterpe production
JjnMy
In CinfcmaScopc and
^$_sr
%a f«
METROCOJ-OR. '
Screenplay by George. Wells^vMrn
based on the novel by
**&«!«
Glcridon Swarthbut.
"^Plt
Directed by Henry Levin.
p
Produced by Joe Pasternak,
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Continued from Page Six
TO MOR ROW IN SPORTS
¦' : '" ' goals in the final stanza to Dart¦
' '
'- ¦: ' [,
'[ ;; . •
(Fi-osh)
;. !;^
mouth' s two for the 6-4 vie .pry.
Basketball here with Deering- H S
Although the. Mules have- played
' : } - ' :' ¦
Y better on occasions in the past this
\ ' .r . . '
,
Hockey here with St. Doms H S
i
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INTER-FRATERNITY
BASKETBALL.
Standings for December 5th
'
¦ '.
k .;
Pi Lam
-l» 4
A TO
4
Phi Deft
4
L C A
3

A™

victory was probably one of the
greatest mental victories we have
ever won , as the' Mules .' have never
defeated a Dartmouth sextet. From Zete
.. v
here . Colby has an uphill battle Id k e
D
U
with such a power packed schedule,
D ' .R
but the Dartmouth win has put the K
T
D
team in tremendously high spirits.
Thete
Our only hope^here at the ECHO is Sigma
' ' ' : ; ' Y-. -' ¦ ¦ ¦,
- .. . .
that the students will respond in a
similar manner at future games.

f Sm^Saj owi C&.
• " ..

Tonight and tomorrow night the
Mules entertain a powerful University of New Brunswick team. For
an evening- of "truly exciting entertainment , and the best in college
athletic competition , attend the
games at AlfondYArena' at 8 :00 p.m.

'

.. V

CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
During vacation the Mules remai n active on the court and
rink ; since rooters mean a lot for
a potential win , let's see as many
of you at the games as possib le.
Check your sp orts schedule fo r
games in your home town area.
Those of you in the Los Angele s
or San Francis co area will please
check the time schedules of the
East bound jet flights.

j ^yS/^

STUDENT CRITICIZES
Continued from Page Five

MULES REMAI N

W0- JRL

SEASON'S

p'iiH^-f

, 2

2
1
1
0
0

:

L

2

0
0
0
1
3
3
3
5
4

\

SPORTS CALENDAR
'. . •
Dec.
9 Hockey (V) U. of New
Brunswick
10 Hockey (V) U. of New
Brunswick
10 Basketball (V> Bowdoin
13 Basketball (V)
Bates
1.4 Hockey (V) Providence C.
> 16 Basketball (V) BaldwinWallace C,
16 Hockey (V) Williams C.
17 Hockey (V)
R. P. I.
19 Basketball (V)
Rutgers
19 Hockey (V) Northeastern

i
!
H\
<
H(
AJ
A
Ai
|
Hj
A
A|
A
A

20 Basketball (V) lona Col. A

28 to
./
-i -]
30 Basketball (V) Down East
¦
Tourne y :
,' - - ¦
29 Hobkey (V) Laval Uni. \ a;
Yale ; A ;
31 Hockey (V) x

lem that is continually distressing
is that involving the failure to print
articles on their proper pages. Also,
inal articles or good caliber. There
there are too many continued stories
should be some sort of humor col- but
this problem could be solved if
umn - but with a view to extending
only the editor would make up the
life beyond 'Colby. Original cart oons
paper himself (or have the page edand- / illustrations might be printed , itors do their pages) BEFORE the
as they are related to the other
stories and articles were assigned
contents of the paper. Finally, the
to the various writers. The mock-up
sports page should continue as it is
should be completed days before the
now. On this page alone there
completed stories are submitted.
should be a relatively conscious atAnd if writers were given stories of
tempt made to be all-inclusive. Thi s
assigned length the editor would
would appease the jocks for the
have no trouble with his mock-up
creation of the feature.
(assuming .about 40 words to the
Then the Echo should make the column inch). If the stories were
conscious attempt to improve her properly written, the removal of the
make-up so that it would hd worthy last sentence from one of them in
for a high caliber undergraduate pa- case of oversetting would be no
per. One of the most pressing prob- problem at all. Then there is the
lems is that of the advertisements : problem of "taste" at it relates to
NO ADVERTISEMENT SHOULD the use of type. There are three
EVER APPEAR ON ANT OF THE kinds of type : Roman, Gothic, and
FIRST THREE PAGES. The dis- Italic, with variations available both
tinction should ibe made between in spread and weight. It is in bad
class A. - advertisements (those with taste to use Gothic 'type with the
cuts in them or those which are Roman. For book titles and notices
themselves cuts) and class B., ad- — and the number of notices should
vertisements which are generally be slimmed to a minimum — the
made-up into a framed vprinted mes- Echo should use Bakers'ville Italic.
sage. Although I am aware of the COC Boldface should be used for
rules concerning national' advertise- paragraph heads within articles.
ments, I suggest that a definite at- And for headlines the Echo should
tempt should be made to 1? confine rely on Point Paramount, Cheltenclass A. advertisements to the very ham ; Cheltenham Condensed, Gou .
back pages. If ever an advertise- dy Italic, and similar types - hut
ment must appear on page 3, it never Gothic - and Gothic Conshould he a class B. advertisement, densed (which the Echo has been
preferable the most conservative one known to' use) really looks awful.
available. Anbther make-up prob- So much for the paper itself. ' •'

GREETINGS

THE YA RN SHOP
Waterville
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EUROPE 1961
STUDY an d TRAVEL ,
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DIRECTOIRE SOAP . . . '
two ' creamy caies of a lovely
bath accessory in a fluff-a 'ndfancy wrap.
1.75i
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• H4NDY LOTION . . . nes- ;
tied inside , a ; holiday-striped
¦ package, is Charles of the ' Ritz
excellent hand/ care1 ' prepara-'
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LIPSTICK ANGEL . . .
guards the- 'precious lipstick in- :
i side' this charming gif t. 2.C.0
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June 9 - August 31 (84 days) all. inclusive' price — $1296.00
UNIVERSITY OF MADRID Spanish Language, History, Ge-'
o^raphyY Literature, Philosophy, Music and ' tour of England Spain - France. ,'
. • . ., ' - • ¦
June 14 - August 31 (78 days) all inclusive price - $1170.00
UNIVERSITY OF HEIDELBER.G German Language, History and Civilization - plus 7 country tour of Europe.
June 30.- Sept. 4 (66 days) sf.ll " inclusive price -' ' $1255.00
UNIVERSITY OF FLORENCE Art, Music, Culture, Italian
Language, History & Literature plus 5 country tour of Europe.
Jun e 10 - Sqpt. 1 (84 days); all inclusive price - $1499.00
RUSSIAN STUDY TOUR Russian Language and Civilization, four weelcs preliminary ( (study in London and f our, weeks
in Russia.
!• 'June 9 - August 31 (84 days) all inclusive price - '$1689.00

52 NORTH STREET
w .mw.np_Tj|
M-»' ;
^r-SB^
BEAR WHEEL. A LIGNMENT
• Open Daily Till 10:00 p.m.
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
21 Colle ge Avenue

^ Waterv ille, Ma ine
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1O20 17th. St., N.W. i Washington * D.C.
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
SERVICE
GENERAL AUTO
REPAIRING
Gas - Oil - Tires - Batteries
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DATSIS LUNGH
(Back of Levine's Store on Fr pnt Stree t) ,
'
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BEST SANDWICH ES for COLB Y STUDENTS
;

Reasonable Prices

V OFF THE BEATEN TRACK PATHFINDER TOURS

AROUND THE WORLD Aboard tlio luxurious , silr conditioned
28,000 ton " Hima laya " of tho Pacific & Orient Line. Shore excursions in the world 's^ most , exci ting cities - Honolulu - Tokyo - Hong
Kong. - .Slngaporo. ,-. Bombay .'¦ Naples. With four days in London
an d ret urn to Now, York by Jot flight. All meals , trans portation ,
sightseeing and tro tyls. All for only $1099.00. July .. :.» Sept. 4.
BEHIND THE IRON CURTAIN - Aboard tho "Arkadla " of tho
Cro ok Lino to England - Franco - through Scandinavia to Russia Rumania - Bulgaria - Yugoslavi a - Hungar y - Czechoslovakia - Poland and sail homo fro m Germany. Juno 0 - Aug 1. A|l hotols /t.atispor t ation , all meals in Russia , two meals in Europe , all. sightseeing
,' }¦
and transfers. Total Prlob - $1472.00.
Y , ,
EUROPE AT LEISURE - London - Stay in a Castlo on tho : Rhino relax in Luoorro and charming Kitzbuoh -l - sunbntlio In losolo on
tho Italian tldo - Rbmd ;&; Pa«'ls« ' Trans-AtlantIo aboard the VArHadla " , all hotels , two moa ls per ,day In Europe , all meals on board
shi p, al l t ranspor t ation , sig htseeing and transfe rs . July 721 ¦ Sept.
' '77
4 3. .Air inoluslyo ^ - prldo ' .^Sliee.oo. , . ' ¦i- .'.ri - 'Y- !'' v.s>.- -. . ¦;• '" ' >. - I
N
¦
'
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, ,/ .. - W. Furt hor Information Writo
V ,
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!
PROCTOR 'S
! SERVI CE STATION I
!
;
TR 2-5471
! Get Your Car Rea dy
For Winter Now !

VALUES ....SHOP

INCLUDING: Trans-Atlantic Transportation by Sea. All hotels ,
breakfast and dinner while travelling in Europe , full board In Russia, full board while attending tho courses , tuition , all sightseein g
and transfers,
STUDY ARRANGE MENTS DIRECTED BY THE INTERNATIONA L EDUCATION ADVISORY COMMITTEE IN ACCORDANCE
WITH AMERICAN REQUIREMENTS . OR

*:l : _ii&iS^
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FOR UNCHALLENGED

-,• i. , .

¦
MODERN LANGUAGES
SOCIAL SCIENCES ' ¦>
CIVILIZATION & CULTURE'
UNIVERSITY OF PARIS (SORBONNE ) French Language,
Literature,. History, Art, combined .witfr five country European
¦
¦

• ¦

-

. . ' • . ..

_

*

Classes in leading European Universities com bined with Instruction
to meet American Requirements
for ¦ Academic
¦

¦ While Travelling
¦ ,
.Credit.
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134 Main Street

WARE ^BUTLER , INC. \
¦¦

'

.

TR
3-3371
¦
i'

LUMBER & BUILDING
^ SU PP LI E8 —
PA INTS —

DOORS

HARDWARE

¦
; Maine
!: " . ' Waterville.
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" Good Shoes for
College Men and Women "

¦!

14 North Stroot ,
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fctALLERT
SH6E STOR E
¦
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51 Main Street i,¦
, .
Maino
Watervi llo
Char ge Accounts
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SAME DAY SERVICE ON LAUNDRY
¦
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iSPRING ST. LAUNDRAMAID
10 Spring St.
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Mayflower Hill Seen In McCue,Hodges At

COLBY. LOYALTY PLEDGES
-Jonwnuea trom j fage Two
Looking/at'Ybhe '.changes winch have
occurred in the Auierican concept of
democracy since - the nation was
^
formed , one wonders how "democracy can be seen as a stagnant body
of knowledge..To take an example from outside
the campus, I .' v. ould like to remind
Americans that, during the second
world wafj ' a "democracy" confined its inhabitants of Japanese
descent iri concentration 'camps.
This relocation movement' .occurred
despite the fact _that not one" subversive Japanese person was found
in the United States. They were loyal, hut American people panicked,
depriving other fellow human beings
of their rights without any reason.
The. last thing which must be
said is that freedom is not a government. If individuals are not free,
the country cannot jae free. A liberal
education is available at Colby by
which we are free to learn with
the hope of. becoming free ourselves.
The examples chosen from the Colby Scene , suggest that perhaps we
do not understandj warit, or use our
rights.
The negative affidavit was voted
in by Americans, not by Communists Y We must . not only protect
against restriction, but we must
make America a country in -which
,.

Annual Confer.
Two Decade Retrospect On World Affairs
Twenty years ago the Colby Echo headlined a front-page story,

Ellen McCue and -Dan Hodges attended the 12th Annual Student
Conference on United States Affairs
held at the United States Military
Academy from November 30, to' December 3. Governor Rockefeller of
New York gave the keynote address.
Delegates from 80 colleges and universities participated in round table
discussions Thursday and Friday concerning "National Security Policy of
the United States". Topics included
The Common Challenge ; The Atlantic Community ; Less-developed Areas ; Arms Control ; and Building an
International Order.

"Colby Group Organized in Defense of Democracy." At that time
the United States was beginning to be drawn into the vortex of
World War II. But the college could still be involved with matters of
more minor importance. We reprint here a letter which was published
in The Colby Echo of December 11, 1940.

To the Editor :
"Here are a few things concerning the college and tlie students
that I, as well as many others,
would like to know about.
"First of all, exactly which class
will be the first to graduate from
the new campus ? We have been
hearing rumors now for at least
three years and as yet none of them
have been confirmed. Will the class
of '41 graduate from the new campus as they were told ? The suspense is still terrific.
"And at the rate the new college is being built, how many years
will it be before it is completed ?
Which class will be the first to enroll there ? A good many of us are
still wondering if this project will
end the way the Passamaquoddy
did. I will acknowledge one thing,
however, on behalf of the new campus, it may- not be used by students
in the ' daytime, but it certainly is
at night.
"Another thing, what is the story
on the cottages that the Outing
Club purchased on Great Pond ? We
heard rumors that there would he a
house party held there for the purpose of cleaning up the outside and
cleaning out the inside. Inasmuch
as every student is automatically a
member of the Outing Club this
year, I am sure that a great many
students are interested in this project and that cooperation hy them
would be forthcoming. I have seen
the place my self, and I can say with
sincerity that it has wonderful possibilities.
, .
"I wonder how many students
know that at the Men's Class, every
Sunday morning at nine forty-five,

P A R K 'S D I N E R j
Main Stre -t

!

Waterville, Maine

!

1

W HER E Q UALITY ,

|

SERVICE AND

!

CLEANLINESS PREVAIL

\

at the Coburn Classical Institute,
representatives from Scotland, Poland, France, Austria, Slovakia, Germany, . Holland and Switzerland
give their personal opinions of what
stand their country is taking in the
present war, and why ? The arguments get hot ' and heavy -when a
Polish native starts arguing with a
German native. Last Sunday the
leader of the Men's Class stepped in
between them to make sure that the
argument would remain verbal. The
class is led by Professor Libby, and
Professors Palmer and Wilkinson
give him active support. The history
majors .. should be especially, interested in this class.
Stude , '42"

The purpose of the .conference was
to provide an outstanding representation of college students with an appreciation of the complexities of good
policy formation .

P H I SIGMA IOTA
Phi Sigma lota , Nation al RoBIXL.ER CENTER PRESENTS
mance Language Honor , Society,
Continued, from Page One
recently , initiated ' six members of
penirigs in the craft field which he
the lunior class. They are s Janet
illustrated' with over 100 slides. He
Cole, French major ; Marjorie
was also concerned with what can
Brown , Spanish , major ; Susan
be done to further encourage Maine
Ke ith , French major ; Lynn KimCraftsmen and to stimulate the buyball , English major ; Alice Shest ,
ing of their products.
French major ; Patricia Millet ,
All students are invited to enjoy
Econom ics major ; and Cynthia
the works which are currently on
Dunn , English major.
exhibition.

¦

these restrictions are never enacted
in the first place. Our faculty had!
taken a stand for our benefit.
Whether it was "worth the battle
can only be determined by student
attitudes. For, aft er all, what is
the difference between a country in
which freedom is not given and one
in which freedprn is not used, thus,
allowing itself to be voted out of existence? -
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Asked their opinion of. the honor
system at Colby, both girls' stressed
each person 's responsibility and privilege in being a part of this mature
^
system.

COMMANDMENTS"
'
!
Yul Brenner
"
;* Charlton Heston
Ann Baxter

SPORTING GOODS CO.
67- Temple
TR 2-2344
Student Prices on All Sports
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Continued , from;Page One
join the board which consists of
three members' from each class :
Nance; Schneider, Sue Foureade,
Jeanette Benn, seniors ; Lael Swinney3 Nancy Ela, Pat Downs, ' juniors ; Jean Eils on, Anne Quirion,
and Sue Schaell, sophomores ; Chief
Justice Sandy Nolet.
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LA R R Y ' S
PHARMACY
Prescr iptions
Wato rvillo 's Profes sional
Drug Contor
I NV A L I D A N D SIC K
ROO M SE R V I C E

Phone TR 2-2182 j

' Night Calls TR --7732
;
113 Main St., Waterull lo , Maine ;
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The Guite Shop
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TA ILORS
i
Custom-mado J ackets for follows ;
with broad shoulders and small
waists. —¦ Reasonable prices ,
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